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Hello and Welcome!
Buying a home is an emotional and difficult process. Starting your
home search is fun and exciting but once you have your sights set on
a property things can happen fast and important decisions are made
quickly. Understanding this process and thinking about future
decisions early in your home search can make decisions less stressful
and easier.
This guide is to give you all the information about the process so you
can plan ahead for your transaction. Full disclosure, its written from
the perspective of a home inspector but is intended to just provide the
facts. If you are new to home buying or starting a career as a realtor
this guide is intended for you!!

WHAT IS A

HOME INSPECTION?
FIRST THINGS FIRST...
Before we discuss too much about home inspections,
we should specify what a home inspection is. The MA
266 CMR is used to define a home inspection in mass.
"Home Inspection. The process by which a Home
Inspector observes and provides, pursuant to the sale
and transfer of a residential building, a written
evaluation of the following readily accessible
components of a residential building: heating, cooling,
plumbing and electrical systems, structural
components, foundation, roof, masonry structure,
exterior and interior components and any other related
residential housing components. A home inspection
shall, at a minimum, conform with standards of
practice promulgated by the Board. "
It should be noted a home inspection involves the sale
of a property, is non invasive and conforms to SOPs

What will my home
inspector look at?

Keep in mind there are various
exclusions, prohibitions and
specifics about what is inspected
so the entire standards should be

The items inspected by a home

reviewed. You can find them at

inspector are listed in the
Standards of Practice in 9 Systems.

https://www.mass.gov/doc/266cmr-6-standards-of-

System: Roofing.

practice/download

System: Exterior
System: Structure

Home inspectors are generalists

System: Electrical

and will not look at any system in

System: Plumbing

an exhaustive nature. There are

System: Heating

also numerous limitations and

System: Cooling Central Air

systems that will be beyond the

Conditioning.

scope of a home inspection and

System: General Interior Conditions

may not be noted by the inspector

System: Insulation and Ventilation

in some cases.

Inspectors Only Examine Readily Accessible Components
Readily Accessible. Capable of being reached quickly for visual
inspection without requiring the Inspector to climb over or remove any
personal property, to dismantle, to use destructive measures, to resort
to portable ladders and/or any action which will likely involve risk to
persons or property.

WHO CAN COMPLETE A

HOME INSPECTION?
According to 266 CMR in Mass
"Home Inspector = A person licensed pursuant to
M.G.L. c. 112, § 222. " In other words if you have a
contractor, heating technician or anyone look at a
home pursuant to its sale, they are in violation of mass
law. You can see who has a license at
https://elicensing21.mass.gov/CitizenAccess/General
Property/PropertyLookUp.aspx?isLicensee=Y
You should also keep in mind if someone is in a home
telling you about its condition and its for sale they are
completing an inspection regardless of what they call
it. Consultations, walkthroughs and other abbreviated
inspections often do not follow the standards of
practice and are in violation of the law.

How Long Do Home
Inspections Take?

Inspector A: One inspection per day.
Completes 4 hour inspection in
morning.

Home Inspectors can vary greatly

Writes report in afternoon

in how long they spend onsite and

(takes 4 hours)

how much time they spend making

Available for follow up

a report and doing follow up after

conference calls in afternoon

the inspection.
Inspector B: Completes three
Beyond how long a home inspector

inspections per day.

takes in general, each home
inspector will vary in length of time

Each inspection takes

greatly depending on the property.

approximately 3 hours including

Some home inspectors do one

travel.

inspection per day while others

Simple report delivered at

may do three in a single day and

inspection

typically they charge according to
the service they provide.

These inspectors should charge
different rates because they are

Asking your inspector how long

providing very different levels of

they take during the inspection,

service. Most quality inspections

how long they spend on their

take approximately 3 hours for a

report and if they are available after

smaller home, 2 hours for a condo

the inspection for follow up can be

and 4 plus hours for larger homes.

a good indicator the quality of

This does not include report writing

inspection you are getting and

time and most high quality reports

should be reflected in the price. A

cannot be delivered at the

couple examples are as follows:

inspection.

THREE SITUATIONS WHEN
A HOME INSPECTION MAY OCCUR

1.

WITH AND INSPECTION
CONTINGUENCY - Many offers are
submitted with a contingency to get the
home inspected prior to moving
forward. This is done during the initial
offer and is written into the offer.

2.

FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES
ONLY - An inspection is written into the
offer but it is for informational purposes
only. Meaning the price will not be
negotiated based upon the findings but
the buyer still learns about the home

3.

before purchasing.
PRE-OFFER - This is an inspection
completed prior to the offer even being
made. It is still "pursuant to the sale"
and therefore the standards of practice
should still be met.

WHILE HOME
INSPECTORS OFFER
MAINTANENCE OR
POST SALE
INSPECTIONS THEY
DO NOT FALL
UNDER THE
DEFINITION OF A
HOME INSPECTION

HOW SHOULD I FIND A
GOOD INSPECTOR?
Not all home inspectors are the
same. Please consider these factors
when choosing your home

.
Equipment - Some tools can
significantly change what
problems are accessible.
Credentials - Tenure,
memberships, activism and other

inspector:

signs your inspector is involved.

Licensed/Insured - Basic

location, square footage, age and

Qualification
Additional Certifications/ServicesCan they provide a better
inspection and go above and
beyond?
Communication Style-Often
notable on a website or during a
phone call. Ensure they explain
things in a way you can understand

Price – Prices vary based upon the
other factors of the property
depending on the inspection
company. Consider what you get
for value for the money over
what's the cheapest.
Technology
Full Time vs Part Time - How
many inspections performed by
your inspector?

Good Questions To Ask A Potential Inspector
How long does your inspection take? Some inspectors devote their day
to you while others may be doing three inspections.
Do You Have A Sample Report? Detailed reports can often be the
biggest difference between inspectors. Try and see a sample before
hand.

THREE REASONS WHY YOU
NEED A HOME INSPECTION

1.

TO BE SURE YOU WANT TO BUY THE
PROPERTY - While it doesn't happen
on most inspections, some clients
decide not to move forward based upon
the findings of their inspection. Even on
homes seemingly in good conditions,

2.

some defects may be deal breakers.
TO IDENTIFY SAFETY CONCERNS Most home inspections review
numerous safety concerns, even if they
are easy to repair. Getting an inspection
prior to living in a home helps ensure its
safe for you and your family and helps

3.

offer piece of mind.
TO NEGOTIATE - While only applicable
in some situations, a home inspection
can be a bargaining tool. If the home
has material defects, that may help
reduce the price of the home or be
reflected in some other way after
negotiations.

THE AVERAGE
HOME HAS
NUMEROUS
CONDITIONAL AND
SAFETY CONCERNS
AND THE PRIMARY
CHANCE TO CATCH
THESE PROBLEMS IS
WITH A HOME
INSPECTION

WHAT TYPE OF HOME
NEEDS AN INSPECTION?

RECENTLY RENOVATED HOMESHomes that undergo major
renovations are no exception.
Again, a home inspection can help

The short answer is all home need

determine if the work was done

to be inspected, but for different

correctly and the extent of

reasons.

renovations.

NEW HOMES - New homes still
have various issues. In fact, many

CONDOS - While you may not own

of the issues home inspectors

the entire building you should have

identify are related to how things

your condo inspected prior to

are installed. New homes should be

purchase. The inspection of the unit

inspected prior to purchase and

can help identify defects you will

again around the 9 month mark if a

have to contend with and

builders warranty is present.

inspecting the common area will
identify how the building is being

OLD HOMES - Many people expect

maintained and help foresee

to find a lot of problems in an old

potential assessments.

Home but fear having to fix
everything. Most home inspectors

ONGOING INSPECTIONS - A

suggest making upgrades, but

professional checks your vehicle

report findings are for the client

annually and your home can be just

and not reported to other entities.

as dangerous. Consider annual

WHO CAN RECOMMEND
A HOME INSPECTOR TO ME?

1.

A BUYER ONLY AGENT - Typically an
agent representing only you can
recommend a home inspector, but they
may recommend multiple inspectors
rather than only one. In some cases a
list may be provided.

2.

FRIENDS, FAMILY OR ASSOCIATES Many home inspectors are referred by
their prior clients who have had good
experiences or worked with inspectors
in the past. These are typically the best
referrals because they are not involved

3.

in the transaction.
ONLINE RESOURCES - There are
numerous online resources to locate
inspectors. Many have other financial
motivations and resources with
customer reviews are typically better
sources for good inspectors.

AGENTS
REPRESENTING THE
SELLER OR DUAL
PARTY AGENTS ARE
PROHIBITED FROM
REFERRING A HOME
INSPECTOR. KEEP IN
MIND THEY
DIRECTLY BENEFIT
FROM A FAVORABLE
INSPECTION.

WHO SHOULD ATTEND MY

HOME INSPECTION?
Depends On The Inspector
Attending the inspection is often a good idea for you,
your agent, and any closely trusted family, friends and
contractors. While some inspectors discourage being
present, it gives you the option to see the level of care
your inspector has, ask questions, reinforce inspection
findings, and provide an additional set of eyes.
Sellers, renters, and owners of the property are
generally discouraged from being present as they
naturally tend to explain everything which slows down
the inspection and may reduce what your inspector
discusses with you.
If you can't be present, ensure your inspector provides
a very thorough report. Ask if you can be present
during your inspection and wear appropriate clothing.
Ask the typical inspection time so all parties can be
prepared to be present or gone for the appropriate
length of time.

How Should I Prepare For
My Inspection
Preparing for your inspection can

Heating Systems
Crawlspace Areas
Basement Areas
Air Conditioning Systems

impact the quality of the inspection.

Exterior Areas

You or your agent should ensure

Utility Rooms

you have access to as much of the
building as possible. This involves
removing clutter, obstructions,
access panels, and anything else
limiting what you can inspect.
Some typically obstructed areas
you should ensure are clear are as

Attic Areas
Around Outlets/Windows
Around Water Heater
Around Main Waste/Main Water
Another big restriction is time.
Ensure your inspector has
sufficient time to inspect the

follows.

property. If there is a radon test,

Electrical Panels

follow testing protocols

Heating Systems

ensure the seller is prepared to
throughout the test period.

What to bring to the inspections?
A good report should give you all the information you need so you
should need to take notes. You can bring a notebook just in case.
Appropriate clothing can ensure you can join your inspector in all safe
locations even if the weather is bad.
Consider a flashlight and mask. It may help you see things first hand
and keep you protected if air quality issues are present.

ARE THERE ADDITIONAL
SERVICES TO CONSIDER?
Yes! Many, some may even be
recommended by your inspector.
Just to name a few, here are some of the most
frequent inspections
Radon Testing (Air and Water),
Wood Destroying Insect/Pest Inspections,
Lead Testing,
Mold/Indoor Air Quality Testing,
Well Testing, Water Quality Testing,
Septic Inspection, Title V Inspection,
Sewer Camera Inspection,
HVAC/Plumbing/Electrical Inspections,
Structural Evaluation,
Land Survey, Legal Review,
Commercial Inspection, and Many More
Some may be legally required, while others may be
recommended by your inspector or even just diligent
to consider.

